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BEYOND THE WALL CHART: ISSUES FOR THE STATES

BaCkground

The flurry of reports on the decline of education in America has

catapulted the use of statistics to the top of the educational agenda as a

means of ensuring that the many recommendations for reform will, in fact,

improve educational attainment. This interest in statistics or indicators of

educational achievement is now a public focus because of the demand,

particularly at the federal level, for educational accountability and the

acknowledged need for timely, accurate, relevant and valid measures of

achievement. This paper will lay the foundation with a description of the

national efforts to develop cross-state comparative indicators. It will also

review activities in the six Northwest state assessment programs, ontlime te

promises for the national program and suggest issues for states.

The National Commission on Excellence in Education Task Force who wrote

A Nation at Risk recognized the great difficulty in obtaining indicators of

educational achievement. Other reporters on the status of education also

lamented the °sorry state of educational statistics.° Interest in national

statistics on education is not limited to the Office of Education where almost

two years of study of "The Redesign° of educational statistics is under

consideration. The Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) has called

for a collaborative effort to design a cross-state system of indicators for

educational accountability. In 1984, the CCSSO voted to move forward with

their project that would culminate in comparative educational indicators. For

over a year, the National Governors' Association has been working on

recommendations for a five=year education agenda. The chairman of that task



force, Governor Lamar Alexander of Tennessee, has recently been selected by

Secretary of Education William J. Befinett to serve aS chair of a joint U.S.

Department of Education and National Academy of Education Task Force on ways

to improve measurement of the performance of studentS and Schoolt Adicta the

country.

It is clear frail this activity that the governorS, legitlators and Chief

State School OfficerS-41ho control the majority of educational

expendituresare increasingly being expected to prbvide proof of educational

Attainkent to the general public and active business coalitions. The wave of

enthusiasm for numbers--ratings and rankings06-6haS Met With abbreviated

accounts and at times, equivocation. Thus, there is some feeling by elected

officials and the public that professional educatort have deliberately

withheld information or have provided data that is meant to obfuscate. When

cars and refrigerators can be rated and compared, the public doeS not readily

understand or accept why it is not possible to measure and report educational

outcomes.

The major task in achieving national educational Accountability is to

decide what common measures to collect and how to collect them. Decisions on

these issues will impact who will pay for it. The propotals at the national

level have SO far centered on the development of common indicators of

educational achievement and the concomitant indicatord that will describe or

explain any differences that might exist. Attention has been given to methods

of data collection (e.g., sampling issues, exitting versus new data

collection). The impact and interaction of national efforts with state and

local efforts has not yet been thoroughly considered. °Who will pay? is

another question that appears not to have been clearly and explicitly

addressed.
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The purpose of this paper is to provide information Oh the iSSUes

surrounding the development of cross-state comparative indicators to the Chlef

State School Officers and others in the six member states Of the NOrthWeSt

Regional Educational Laboratory. These issues can be broadly definea as

policy issues and technical issues; Policy ihatleS primarily f0CuS Oh the

aetitability of the prnposal while the technical issues focus on feasibility.

These, however, are not mutually exclusive. In many instances isSues may

overlap With policy issues often giving guidance to technical ones.

In this discussion, it is not the purpose tO endorse or contrast either of

the two plans for a national indicator project: the Chiefs' Evaluation and

Assessment Center project, or the U.S. Department of Education's plan for the

redesign of elementary and secondary data collection. Rather, they W111 be

considered as one. Both have a similar goal: bo collect comprehensive indices

of educational performance across the states. They differ, however, in their

focus and procedures for developing their plans. The Chiefs' project is

currently designed to collect data samples for inter-state analysis. The U.S.

Department of Education is sampling schools for a school level analysis, which

may be aggregated to the state level.

This paper will complement the Chiefs' recent White Paper (April 30, 1986)

on options for three issues pertinent to implementation of a national

indicator project: (1) identification of subject matter domains for

assessment; (2) the scale for analysis and reporting of results and (3)

administration and standardization of tetting across the states. Comment will

be made on these as well as the broader policy issues such as cost,

reorganization of state and local testing goals, and narroWer, but perhaps

more intractable issues, such as developing common definitions.
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Part I will briefly identify the existing assessment programs in the six

Northwest states. Paxt II will present the goals or promises of a national

indicator program. Part III will identify the issues related to implementing

such a program. Thus, we will examine where we are, where we are going, and

the issues surrounding how we are going to get there.

Finally, each issue raises the prospect of a decision that will be made.

States may participate in making these choices as they consider their decision

to participate in the national project. States now have an opportunity to

impact the design by iaising issues that are of concern. A brief liating of

thete deciSiong are included in the appendix.

PAM I ASSESSMENT PROGRAMS IN THE SIA NORTHWEST STATES

Five of the six Northwest states have statewide assessment programs.

Salient features of these programs are presented in Table 1. Most

noteworthy are their differences. Variation occurs in the teSting

instruments, age levels tested, testing cycle, number and choice of grade

levels tested and cost per student.

Refer to Table 1

Similarity occurs in the purposes or goals of the testing program. All of

the states with assessment programs use the results for curriculum improvement

and public accountability. In this regard, assessment directors rrivealed that
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TABLE I

NORTHWEST STA1E ASSESSMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Test Srabjects Grade Cyclra ?operation ?urposes Cost

(Per studf

ka State Math_ 4.8 Bi-annual Universe Curriculum improvement $50=60,00C

DeVeloped Reeding 46 8 wide, 0 15,000 Public accountability

Student diagnostic *

04/studer

II SAT Math- 3, 6, 8, 10 Annual-- Universe Curriculum Wrovement $200,000

Reading 3, 0, 8, 10 6, 8, 10 Foll 0 50,000 Public accountability 04/Studer

Writing 3, 6 3 Spring Student diagnostic *

CSM Basic Skills 3 School level improvement

ITBS., Math 8, 11 Annual Universe Curriculum improvement $46i000

TAP, Reading 8, 11 Winter 30,000 Public accountability ($1.53/sh
Writing 8, 11 Student diagnostic *

Science:
:

8, 11

State Social_StOd._ 8, 11

ana

Developed Wrtg/ref skls

No state Testing Program

8, 11

on State Reading Annual Sample Curriculum_improvement $100,00

Developed Math Winter 25,000 Public accountabillty ($4/studen

Writing

ington MAT Math_ 4, 8, 10 Annual Unilerse Curriculum improvement $150.000
Reading/lang 4, 8, 10 Fall 110,000 Public accountability

Student Diagnostic *

($1.36/sto

e drawn from interviews with state Assessment and Evaluation staff, February and June 1986.

dent diagnostic should be interpreted to include placement or selection for special programs as well as diagnostic informa

Ian individual students' specific instruction in a classroom.



data collected over time is viewed as one of the common strengths. Their

trend data are used for reviewing curriculum changes and the impact of various

reforms.

Four of the states use the state testing program for individual student

testing which may provide supplemental school placement decisions and parent

;

information. Providing individual student test results was viewed as a

service to smaller districts and necessitated a move from sampling to universe

testing;

Variation within the states is as great or greater than that among the

StAtet (Coe, 1986). Local educational agencies report individual iiagnostic

testing for placement and remediation, cnrriculum development and assessment,

and reporting to parents. Many times, the local school districts use tests

other than those used by the state, and they test at other g;:ade levels and

times. Some local agencies, however, report little or no additional

assessment activity, while others report extensiqe local testing. Thut, with

the exception of math and reading tests in all the five states, there is

little commonality in the Northwest state assessment programs in number of

subject areas, time of year for testing, grade levels tested or specific tests

used. This suggests some difficulty in using existing state assessment

programs for any interstate comparisons.

PART II. THE PROMISE OF NATIONAL INDICATORS

The goals of a national assessment of educational performance include

accounting for the use of fiscal resources; comparing the effectiveness of

state or district reforms; ensuring economic advantage; generating public

support; balancing scarce resources among the states through federal

assistance and standardizing the curriculum. These are discussed below.
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The promise for using educational indicators is that they will help

educators at all levels be accountable for the vast amount of money spent On

education, and they will assist states and districts in sorting out productive

reforms. To that end, national indidatOrt of achievement have already been

produced in the form of the Nall Chart first prepared by the U.S. Department

of Education in 1985; The Wall Chart ptesentt States educational statistics

such as average test scores for the Scholastic Aptitude Test and the AMerican

College Test, and a nadbet of ContektUal factors such as degree of poverty.

The purpose of these comparisons was to present to the public for the firat

time' a concept of academic accountability that Went beyone counts of

students, teachers, courses or costs. The Wall Chart offers one comparative

picture of the educational outcomes in each state. Its publication caused

great concern among educators and researchers alike over its essential

validity, reliability and fairness. It is these issues that activities

surrounding the development of alternatives addresses.

Providing comparative data across states or districts is intuitively a

reasonable notion. It has been driven in part by the growing movement away

from the local funding of education to state funding and influence. Figure 1

graphically presents thead shiftt . Figure 2 indicates these shifts as well

as the proportion of federal, state or local funds for education. In each of

the Northwest states, the percentage of state funding has increased from a

decade ago. One consequence of assuming increased financial responsibility,

is for states to set directions and standards for local educati

11



The prolise for using educational indicators is that they will help

educators at all levels be accountable for the vast amount of money spent on

ethitatiOn, and they will assist states and districts in sorting out productive

reforms. To that end, national indicators of achievement have already been

produced in the form of the 'Wall Chart" first prepared by the U.S. Department

4,f Education in 1985; The Wall Chart presents states educa*ional statistics

such as average test scores for the Stholastic Aptitude Test and the American

College Test, and a number of contextual factors such as degree of poverty;

The purpose of these comparisons was to present to the public "for the first

time' a concept of academic accountability that went beyond counts of

students, teachers, courses or costs. The Wall Chart offers one comparative

picture of the educational outcomes in each state. Its publication caused

great concern among educators and researchers alike over its essential

validity, reliability and fairness; It is these issues that activities

surrounding the development of alternatives addresses.

Providing comparative data across states or districts is intuitively a

reasonable notion. It has been ariwen in paxt by the growing movement away

from the local funding of education to state funding and influence. Figure 1

graphically presents these shifts . Fiyure 2 indicates these Shifts as well

as the proportion of federal, state or local funds for education. In each of

the Northwest states, the percentage of state funding has increased from a

decade ago. Ont consequence of assuming increased financial responsibility,

is for states to set directions and standards for local educational agencies.

Information may be collected on how these directions are followed and what

effect variations in educational choices created by state standards, laws and

curricula, h ve on such things as teacher selection and quality and, most

importantly, students.
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Making comparisons is not a new phenomenon. Parents and communities have

never been satisfied tO knOW that their child or s:hoOl had a score Of '35" On

a test. They want to know whether that score was 'commendable or 'lower than

acceptable.' With the emphaSis on economic competition among communitiet,

states, and nations, the general public seeks to be assured that children in

this class, school, district and state are doing as well or better than

others; Not as explicit, bUt alSO a critical need, is for the public to know

whether students are doing °well enough" to compete in a variety of arenas,

e.g., .:echnical, academic, military.

One potential benefit of state comparisfIns of educational performance,

that may ensure participation and cooperation among many states, is that the

favorable academic comparisons support the positive and successful bids for

industrial locations. The economic motive has a tendency to separate

educators, who are motivated by a desire to know what works, and 2ublic

officials, who are motivated by the °bottom line. The transition from an

industrial economy to a service and information economy has created great job

diqplacement and migration from state to state. With thousands of jobs being

lost to foreign nations, states are competing with each other for new business

and industry. Most see education as inextricably tied to economic development

and view a rush to rate states educationally as a necessary marketing tool to

woo businesses; Many businesses are making location decisions based on the

skills and capabilities of the local workforce. States that are willing to

Ahare their educational successes will be viewed more favorably, particularly

if that accountability it believed to drive continuous analysis and revision

that can result in improved education;

A related purpose for providing state and local comparisons of educational

performance is to elicit the necessary public support for education in an era

10
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when 60 percent or more of the voters do not have children in school (Cardenas

and First, 1985' Moynihan, 1986). Thit non=echOol related population is less

and less accepting of altruistic motives as a basis of support for education.

The baby boom population of middle-aged adUltS it increasingly aware that if

they do not support education, their own retirement security will be

threatened. They are becoming painfUlly aware that a social security program

that began with ten workers for every beneficiary, will only too soon have

three workers to every beneficiary (The Futures Group, 1984). They are

becoming aware that the American economy can no longer withstand a workforce

in which one-half of new workers lack skint in spelling, grammar, and

computing, nor can the economy support the 20 to 30 percent of the aoult

population not 'functionally competent to manage their oWn lived (Snyder,

1984). It is increasingly apparent to this generatioa that failure to educate

the younger generation will not only affect that generation, but the following

one as well.

Whatever the flaws and problems inherent in rewarding dither good or poor

performance (i.e., providing financial aid to those with Iow scores), scme

believe that federal financial support (or sanctions) to support school

reforms will result from sharing national data with state comparisons. Just

as the federal government took on much of the costs of educating handicapped

youngsters (Madaus, 1979), a new federal role might be focused on school

improvement and reform support.

Another purpose or promise of such comparisons is that they will provide

to educators and the general public an understanding of the success or failure

of the various educational reforms. Each state and district has launched its

own review and is selecting from the array of reforms, those which appear to

fit its people and its pocketbook. If reforms can be linked to measurable

11
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gains or advantage in its students others will want to emulate those

reforms. The overall result is expected to be more effective education;

A more practical promise for comparisons among states or districts is that

when the reforms and research produce results, curricula and teaching quality

both Within and across states will standardize, or at least become more

public. This will allow children to move from state to state with minor

disruptions in their education.

Beyond comparisons at the state level lie the potential and promise of

districts (or tachOols) as the unit of analysis. It could be argued that t:

closer the unit of aggregation to students the more accurate will be the

results. This is true not only in the statistical sense but also in the

practical sense. Administrators who know that their school/district is being

measured will be interested in the results and the quality of data reported.

The publicity surrounding such reports is believed to provide a strong

incentive for school or district leaders to focus on areas of defiCiency While

maintaining areas of strength.

Factors involved in educational attainment are often better understood by

the general public when describing the local whool or local district. The

local people are more familiar with local factors that either raise or lower

average scores.. The local communities know that they can influence and

control their district/school personnel if school performance is not deemed

acceptable. The human and resource factors associated with state averages are

sometimes less well understood. Thus, a further promise of comparative

educational performance is that local communities might be brought into the

problem solving and decision making about educational performance.

12
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District and/or schoOl comparisons offer much Promise because of the

research used and cited in the effective schools movement. This movement is

based on the premise that it iS the school where learning and decision making

about learning take place. Accordingly, when comparisons of schools provide

the basis for how a school is doing related to others' both high- and low-

adhieving schools provide a reference for further analysis. Successful

efforts can be emulated and unsuccesSful ones discarded.

Taken together, the promises of state (or local) comparisons of

educational success present as an opportunity to establish, maintain and

promote support for education as a legitimate public expenditure in the

forefront of the public agenda.

PART III. ISSUES IN IMPLEMENTING PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS

The 1984 vote of the Chiefs to move toward state comparisons established a

clear policy direction. This vote was not taken lightly and reflects the

political imperative of the majority of the chiefs. Yet in both designing and

implementing such a process, significant issues must be addressed. Issues

include redirecting state or local goals, structures, cost, usefulness, state

vs. local indicators, measures and measurement framework, and specific

implementation issues such as data burden, testing cycle, sampling and

exclusions.

1. State Or Local Goals For Education May Be Redirected.

Redirecting the goals of education or its organil.ition presents

significant issues to states and districts. Issues discussed are the

organizational and structural issues of a state office of assessment, chang

13
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curriculum or outcomes of educatioh and setting goals based on test scores or

other indicators. These are discussed below:

Restructured-State AssesSment. The goals and functions of education are

frequently emboarea in the structure and organization of the state cepartments

of education. One major functiOn in fiVe Of the Northwest states is the state

assessment program. Yet it appears that one of the major assumptions

underlying much of the discussion and developments to date is that national

indicators can be developed and collected without sacrificing existing state

assessment programs. States will, however, find that it may be necessary to

address the ways that the national indicators might be collected as part of,

or in conjunction with, ongoing state assedsments and data collection.

The °White Paper" developed by Ramtay Seldon on April 30, 1986, outlined

three options for establishing the content of the assesSment tedtS and

reported that most states leaned toward a process that would use an °optimal

consensus" approach. In this scheme, the content of the tedtt consists of

*hat rs generally agreed to be the domain that "should" be taught. It was

noted that this will give states flexibility in determining What their

specific emphases will be. Thit it considered a disadvantage by some because

it will be difficult to reach agreement on subject-matter that Will Stretch

oeyond current practice or a minimum ccapetency. In addition to reaching

agreement on this issue, it is not clear how the balance Will be Struck

between having flexibility° to decide on emphasis and states discounting

retults because we emphasize something different.°

If the test content "repredentS the maximum breadth and depth in each

subject," then it is likely that this win lead to a test with multiple forms

that measure a number of dimensions, rather than a single form that is

14
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typically uted in Northwest state assessments; This is similar to the current

National Assessment of Educational PrOgrett (NAEP) process and could result in

duplicated efforts* if it is conducted separately from existing assessments;

The issue of whether to have a single sobte that covers a broad area,

e.g., reading, or Whether to have multiple scores, e.g., reading

comprehension, word attack, depends on who needs the infOrMation. If the-

assessment is only to provide State compazisons on broad subject areas rather

than for making decisions about what to do, then the single measure becomes a

more viable method. ultiniately, however, legislators, state boards and the

public will want to know what can be done if their state is one of the 50

percent that is beloW the Midpoint. The top 50 percent will be faced with the

question of how to improve.

One of the primary reatont fdr 4 national achievement indicator is to have

;-a comparable index that can be used to report outcomes. It is1 Very likely

that the status reported Oh the national indicator(s) will differ from the

status reported by the state assessments. The reasons for such discrepancies

can range frow different test contentS tO different reference groups. Many

States use nationally norm-referenced tests and report status in berms of

average scores, percentiles Or grade etNiValents. Experience in California

and in other states suggest that confusion and consternation can result when

the public is bold that we are at the lath percentile on our local test but

_
are at the YYth percentile on state norms. If the national indicator process

results in such confusion, then one of its primary purposes, i.e. to have a

common index across states that the public will readily understand, will be

compromised.

15
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States will also have to deal with the possibility that any state

comparison approach will lead to yet more information in frequently assessed

areas of reading and math with only secondary priority for areas such as

science and social studies. If this is true, then the goal for the indicatort

to stretch current practices and minimum achievement levels will also be in

areas for which much information already exists ana will be Minimal in other

areas of school emphasis.

_ .

Redirectea Currlculum. When traditional measures of achievement in math,

reading, science, writing or the arts, are used as indicators of outcome, the

curriculum may narrow to these topics and thus be restructured for all

students. Focusing on academic units has the potential to restrict the

variety of school experiences and even limit the array of skills appropriate

for training. Thus, some schools, districts and states that have placed a

heavier emphasis on vocational education, rather than academic preparation,

will find their educational goals redirected.

Increasing academic requirements may be based on a mistaken assumption

that all students can benefit from a more rigorous curriculum. While much has

been learned about effective schooling for the disadvantaged, it is not yet

clear whether the increasing numbers of disadvantaged students will be better

served or achieve more through additional coursework requirements or through

alternatives that match their skills and aptitudes.

Curriculum sequence may be affected when tests on certain topics are

included in various grade levels. For example, if an llth grade math test

includes significant measurement of algebraic concepts, then local curriculum

designers may encourage offering the basic course at the 10th grade to

increase average scores.

16



One possible positive effect of the interest in educational accountability

is the potential for more common curricula across states and districts. While

A standardized curriculum offers some beneficial or promising effects; it lay

also result in some damaging effects if a state or district revises its goals

ana methods to focus on the common curriculum. If there are true differences

between the students and education offered in each stater then standardizing

the curriculum would have to be done with the lowest achieving students in

mind, lest these students be unable to profit from the °new curriculum.°

Educational Outcome. Closely related to coursework redirection, is the

potential for narrowing the educational focus to only the outcomes tested or

measured by any indicator program. Such redirection occurs over time, for

example, as the measurement of basic skills supersedes higher order skills, or

perhaps when testing reading supersedes writing.

Misolaced_Dixection. If the public maintains its interest in educational

indicators, education at all levels may run the risk of emphasizing and acting

on factors that are only mildly associated with achievement. For example,

class size is viewed as an important 'input/resource," .policy/practice,. or

'process" variable that influences achievement. If achievement is low, a

state or district may conclude that reducing class size will have the

desirable resulti Research, however, is equivocal on the linear relationship

between class size and achievement gains. Such an emphasis would be extremely

costly and would likely lead to little gain. On the other hand, using a

finding that no relationship exists or that class size at least is not

associated with low achievement could lead to an equally indefensible policy

to increase class size.

17
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Settine Goals. Another little-explored issue is that current achievement

tests were not designed to be used to set test-oriented goals. They are

designed to sample those skint or knowledge generally thought to be

important. The purpose of setting goals is to improve learning through

appropriate expectations, incentives and, perhaps, ever rewards. Using

current tests invites and drives schools to focus on only those things

tested--and not on the objectives, skills or even test items from which the

test was developed;

One of the more difficult technical issues related to developing district

or state indicators is that of uSing the indicators to set performance goals.

Encouraging annual increases in absolute as well as relative performance,

supposes that the whole range or significant portions of StudentS can have

learning gains and perform better each and every year. These gains are

considered against last year's class of students. This year's fifth graders

must learn and achieve more than laSt year'S fifth graders. Next year's must

do better than this year's. However, achievement score gains can be confused

with learning when effortS are made to: (1) develop more aligned.

instraction, (2) provide motivational incentives or (3) assist students in

becoming more testMiSt;

A frequent problem mentioned in current educational reform literature is

the potential to increase the number of dropouts by requiring higher levels of

performance or greater numbers of academic subjects to advance from grade to

grade. Research on the potential impact on school retention has been

equivocal. Some have argued that educators can now use the effective

schooling techniques with loWer performing students and achieve more favorable

outcomes. They argue that lower performing students can meet higher

expectations and thus will imorove overall school aVerageS. Yet, redentlY, the
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majority of principals surveyed in Texas attributed a 14 percent increase in

student dropouts to the tightened curricular ano graduation requirements

(Education-Neck, May 21# 1986).

Beyond the issues mentioned above are the practical difficulties for a

local school district. Some states now use regression analysis to indicate to

districts how much their scores must improve for the state average score to

reach its goal. Indicating a district's 'share" of state improvement could

infuence a state or district s willingness to volunteer to be included in a

national indicator process at best or result in local manipulation in the

proctoring, Scoring ot Selection of students, at worst.

2. Costs Could Displece Ekisting Education Progress

The provision of state-by-state comparisons has been accomplished through

the publication of the Wall Chart. Those who desire a more valid, fair and

reliable measure for comparison recognize that their enthusiasm may diminish

when the costs are botaled. At this time, consideration has focused on few

options:

1. Use adjustments for state demographics and percentages of students

taking the SAT.

2. Develop links (e.g. , anchoc tests; bridge questions) between existing

state tests.

3. Expand NAEP besting samples for state comparisons.

Support the Chiefs' project to develop commonly agreed upon

indicators and procedures for collecting and reporting at the state

level.

5. Support the U.S. Department of Education effort for district level

sampling and reporting.
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Each of the options represents challenges to utility, fairness and

validity---probably in decreasing order. Each also represents additional

costs to be borne by states -in ascending order.

The Cdrrent Wall Chart represents the least expenditure and effort by any

level of government. Adjustments or corrections for the selection of students

and detegraPhic factors must be carried out by those familiar with statistical

procedures and aware of the thteatt to Validity. Given the concerns over

adjustments (Weiner, 1986), the practical matter, however; is that after

scores are released, newspaper reporters see no further newsworthiness in the

CorreCtions which may come at a later date.

For the Northwest stateS, all Of whom present respectable average ShT

Scordit, the motivation to participate in alternative strategies is not driven

by the need to equivocate on local scores to the pUblico but by a need to

report more fairly, e.g., to control for the degree to which only a higher

level or subset of students take the tests.

Developing nationally standardized items for inclusion in state

assessments poses an alternative cost effective approach. This would require

the appropriate equating studies such that all levels of potential difficulty

could be included in the common scale; This alternatiVe Would also require

states to include the appropriate questions at the various levels of

difficulty in the state testing prlgram. States with their oWn tests may not

find these additions overly burdensome, while those with standardized

publither-developed tests would have to adjust preprinted, standardized tests

to include the items. Such an item pool concept using NAEP as a basis is

under consideration by CCSSO and the U.S. Department of Education.
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Expanding NAEP for statewide comparisons, such as in the (Southern

Regional Educational Board (SREB) pilot study, provides the State averageS At

a cost of $35,000 pet grade per subject per state

The Chiefs' project planning envisions a limited NAEP type assessmeht pet

subject and grade level. A minimum of $35,000 has been suggested for the one

grade, one subject version; This is the cost for contractor services. States

must assume responsibility for c011ecting the data, identifying student sample

frames, coordinating the collection effort and so on. The maximum per state

with three grades and five subjects is projected tO be $5000000; If new data

C011eCtiOn, Stich as collecting common dropout statisticsi measures of teacher

performance or student 'engagement" were advanced, additional Coate Would be

projected fOr each participating state.

The Department of Education program has nOt determined the cost as yet

bedaUte the decision on the test design and consequent sampling design will

affect the totals. Current estimates are $35 to $50 per student per subject.

The cost issue is highly related to purpose. If states/districts believe

it is important to have a more fair, valid and reliable measure of state

School Achievement, then the cost per year per grade could easily be $160,000

plus, per state. A comprehensive NAEP type testing envisioned by at least one

of the national designs, using several grade levels, would increase the costs

up to $600,000 per state. It is important to note that ettimated costs for

these options are in addition to costs for ongoing state assessment programs.

In the NMI. region, only Hawaii has state costa exceeding the most limited

estimates. If the states are not able to find additional support, either

through their own appropriations, or federal designations, then it might be

necessary to consider either linking or equating state assessments or making

the national assessment a subset of state assessments.



With increasing demands from all public spending areas in the states, and

budgetary ceilings in many, monies for any testing program are likely to come

from existing state and federal budgets. State legislators may find it

difficult to revise spending priorities for educators who need to know "what

to do about it" whiN, ail the public wanta to know is "who won."

3. Differences Among Students Confound Educational Outcome Differences

The use of comparative educational indicators implies that the factors

associated with differences among states in educational performance may be

attributable to differences in state curriculum or teaching quality. These

factors, however, are confounded by numerous other 'contextual" factors that

differentiate the states as well. These include demographic factors such as

the number ano percentage of minority students, low income students, students

whose primary language is not English, exceptional students (both gifted and

special education) and resources within the state available for education

(e.g., assessed valuation, per capita wealth per student spending). Since it

is well known that these demographic variables are associated with achievement

scores (White, 1982;Powell and Steelman, 1984), differences in test scores

across states are due to the variable distribution of populations and

resources across the states rather than to the quality of education alone.

These differences must be statistically adjusted across states in order tO

assess the effects of the educational system alone. There are, however,

technical problems associated with this adjustment. But more importantly, the

public wants to know why all students cannot equally profit from the

educational opportunities offered by the stalteS. Adjusting has the effect of

removing from consideration the scores for any selected group (e.g., lower

socioeconomic, limited English) in order to test the effects of education

alone.



If one of the reasons for having indicators of educational performance is

to suggest to the policy makers and potential businesses that a given state's

popUlation has an acceptable achievement level compared to other states then

adjusting for differences due to populations only obscures the differences

that the business will find if it moves to that state seeking to hire that

average" person.

A common solution to adjusting is to present data from various subgroups

separately. Thus, the NAEP or SREB will present average scores for white and

black students. Such a presentation may urge educators to focus on the needs

of specific groups, but it may also serve to magnify prejudice or reduce

efforts because of perceived futility.

4. Long-Term Utility of National Comparisons Presents Challenges

Another issue associated with comparing state averages is the ultimate

utility of the measures offered. Comparisons offered on norm-referenced tests

suggest that a number of states will be above the average and a number will be

below. Under a hypothetical condition of equal score distributions in each

state, average test scores (and ranking) could be glow° one year and "high"

the next year because of chance (sampling error) alone. It should be expected

that the average scores among states could fall on a bell shaped curve. If

that happened the majority of states or districts would fall in the middle,

where the distinctions become so fine that they lose all meaning.

Criterion-referenced tests could offer equally misleading results. If

state variation in test performance was large, then the test would have to be

developed with the lowest performing states in mind, lest too many of their

students fail. If an "easy" test were created, 100 percent of students in

other states might pass.
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One of the arguments for national comparisons is that educators and the

public alike will be able to determine 'what works by examining the

educational systems of high- and low-achieving states. Given that Mosto if

not all, of the states are introducing many reforms, the analysis of the

effectiveness of any given reform could easily be lost without further

evaluation studies. The indicators, as currently described, would provide

minimal insight.

Long-term utility of state indicators of educational performance may cause

great initial concern among those states doing poorly. If reforms and greater

resources do not produce results, then apathy and neglect could follow.

Further, no single state is emphasizing education in isolation from others.

Rather, all states to one degree or another are focusing on educational

'excellence". Thus, major financial and reform efforts in some states may

prove to ham no consequential effect on the state's relative position in a

national ranking.

S. State vs. Local Indicators: Practical and StatiStical Problems

State level data production runs into a number of practical and political

problems. Most notably is the political and philosophical belief that

education is a local prerogative and responsibility. Cooperating with a

demand for data that will be available on a state to state basis promises

little payoff for a local administrator. The data, when aggregated to the

state level cannot be attributed to a particular district or school. There is

no pride or shame for score production. Lack of investment in the process of

data collection has frequently resulted in data that are inaccurate.
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Aggregation Of data to the state level presents problems of interpreta-

tion. Most analysts would suggest that when indiVidUal Scordt ate aggtegated

and COnsidered with group measures such as teacher's education, per pupil toSt

and so forth, they should be presented separately. Thit it tO avoid a ComOlex

correlational analysis implying cause and effect at the individual level;

Comber, et. al (1973) present data at the school and indiVidual leVel On

factors such at Socioeconomic status, sex and type of school associated with

science test results; The percent of variance explained is apptdutiMAtely half

as great at the Student level as it is for the school level. Socioeconomic

status served as a much more effective explanatory variable for school Woret

(percent explained was 67 petdent) than for individual scores (22 percent

explained). Others have reported variance for schools in the range of 45

percent and that of individuals 10 to 15 percent (Carter, 1984; White, 1982).

Some argue that interpretations of aggregated data may overestimate the

correlation and variation associated with student ohatactetistics. (Robinson,

1950; Slatin, 1974; Bryant el al, 1974). Burstein (1981) argues that

aggregation 'generally inflates the estimated effects Of pupil background and

dedreases the likelihood of identifying teacher and classroom characteriStics

that are effective (p. 195).

Aggregating at the state level i4i164es the variation that occurt at the

district and school level. While many believe there is control within the

state on certain indicators, it may be only partial control. For example,

within some of the NorthweSt states, there is a common scope and seguencc of

curriculum offered as state guides. Districts, however, are allowed to select

from many textbook publishers the text and curriculum emphasis they wish to



pursue. This allows fourth graders in one school to be working on pre-basic

Skills* another school may have fourth graders working on basic skillt, and

yet another may have them working on higher-order skills;

Using state aggregates requires caution regarding interpretation; schOO1

or district units of analysis may require further explanation as well. For

example, in matrix sgmpling, school classrooms are selected to be

representative. Yet within some states there is so much in-(CaIifornia;

Texas) or out-(Alaska) migration (Marcus and Mulkeen, 1984) that the school

score variation could hardly be attributable to the education in that school

but to the changing composition of the student population.

Using financial measures at the school or district level also clouds the

issue. It is a well-established fact that more resources are needed (and in

most cases spent) for disadvantaged students (special education teachers,

curriculum advisors, aides, etc). Schools in wealthy areas with higher tax

bases spend proportionately less on education. Answering the equity issue is

not easy when some schools and districts get more money than others and have

diverse student populations to serve, and when there is no direct or clear

relation between resources and needs.

6. The Model and The Measures Potentially Restrict the Collection and

Analysis of Information.

The selection of appropriate indicators depends on their purpose or use,

and on an appropriate theory or model of education. The purposes of the

educational indicators have ranged from describing a state's education program

to the development of correlational statistics that imply potential causal
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relationships between indicators that affect education. The descriptive

approach premise is that the indicator is sufficient in and of itself bo

reVeal important aspects of education. Presenting several indicators in this

fashion may allow the reader to deduce empirically or make judgments

concerning the inoicators and their potential relationships. Others argue for

a neat and tidy explanation that might be gained through advanced statistical

techniques. These techniques have the aura of scientific truth to the

public; Yet, the desire to make their uSe under6tandable to the public may

mask serious problems. These are discussed below:

The Model of_Education. Developing statistical causal relationships

requires at a minimum that a model of the educational process be identified.

Present technical progress basically supports linear models of elationships.

A model based on the familiar economic input=output notion has been generally

favored by educators, because technology has not advanced a better one. The

economic model can accommOdate Multiple causation with Indicators added

incrementally. Models developed by the Chiefs and the Center for Statistics

both suggest an input-process-output model. Input includes such variables as

expenditures and class size. Process variables may include context and

policies. Examples of output variabled Are test scores and graduation rates.

While the models appear to be intuitively descriptive, modern statistical

methods can support statistical linkS Ad Well.

While some would argue that the additive statistical models could never

describe the nuances of behavior that go into the educational process, still

others would point bo the research where traditional measures of input when

statistically regressed on output produce equivocal results. Whether

intuitively or statistically, then, the links between input and output have
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been obscure in the educational realm. Yet, justification for use of this

model is made because there are fey alternatives. There is a general

acceptance of the notion that schools operate like factories, where changes

and adjustments are made to the product over time and in the space of the

school walls.

Statistical models have become necessary in educational comparisons

because of findings that differences, not attributable to the kind of

education receivedi separate the states and districts of thit country. Thus,

if State A had an average score of 325 on 'THE TEST' and state B had an

average score of 425, it can not be concluded that these differenced are

attributed to the content of education Alone. This forces those looking for a

model to identify appropriate indicators to reduce the differences

attributable to factors outside of the education process.

The value of the input-process-output model is that it provideS many

points at Which factors can influence the output. Differences at the input or

process level can influence output either directly or indirectly. The

critical requirement for the succett of the model, however, is to identify

those factors at any level of inclusion that reflect how learning really takes

place.

The Measures. Selection of indicators follows from the model. Each

indicator must be intuitively, politically and StatitticAlly important to the

model. Measures or indicators that are collected and found to be unrelated to

any portion of the model cast doubt on the model or the indicators. with

current methods, indicators which repeatedly demonstrate insufficient size of

relationship (not merely statistical Significance) could be disregarded.

Evaluation and assessment staff members of the Northwest state departments of
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education have indicated that selection of appropriate indicators is key to

the long-term impact on policy making at the state and district levels. If

education in one state is found to be "less than average," the indicatorS

Should be able to guide the improvement strategies.

Yeti at this point, there seems to be some disagreement on the potential

for appropriate ihdicators to be identified and collected. Of greatest

concern is that the indicators as now envisioned represent what can account

fOr the differences at the input level rather than what happens in the content

of the educational process. For example, neither of the national projects

have identified operational measurements of teacher quality, the content Of

the curriculum or teaching practice. Measures such as years in teaching,

degree status, salary or time spent in inservice training, tell us little of

what is going on in the classroom. These latter measures are highly related

and may or may not be related to more successful outcomes. Older teachers are

rewarded financially for higher degrees and automatically earn larger salaries

because of the public system of pay scales. Yet, recent studies of new

teachers suggest that the best teachers leave the system within the first five

years of teaching (Schlectly and vance, 1981, Vance and Schlechtly, 1982). If

this were the case for tbe last twenty years of educational history, one could

hardly conclude that more experienced, higher salaried teachers are "better

than their younger colleagues.

Another concern is that the measures collected should be ones that reflect

the varying organizational choices made in education. If longer school years,

experienced teachers or more money per pupil have a large impact on education,

then the choices of states and districts are clear. If, however, the greater

magnitude of relationship is due to factors outside of educators' control
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(socio-economic status, sexi ethnicity, family constellation), then the

utility of information on organizational choices is weakened.

Definitions of terms already in use at the state and district level also

pose problems for a national indidatOt project. In the Northwest states, some

states collect daily attendance because state funding is dependent on that

measure; In other statesi funding is based on enrollMent With definition and

collection of daily attendance varying from district to district.

The definition of dropout or its theoretical converse, graduation rate, is

Widely variant across the six Northwest states. Most agree that a dropout is

one who leaves school prior to completion of the high school course of study

and who does not tranSfer to another school. Length of time from leaving to

transfer, counting seriously ill students, students who leave in the spring

and do not return in the fall, are all considerations with accompanying

variation in the definition. Of significant concern for some districts and at

least one NorthWest State are the wide variations in enrollment caused by in-

or out-migration. If a simple comparison of ninth grade enrollment four years

prior is compared to the current 12th grade graduates, these districts or

states could have graduation rates of less than fifty percent.

Some stateS have pointed out the varying definitions in the categories of

special needs children. Prompted by Lawsuits on the one hand and funding

criteria on the other, district and state staff report Widely varying counts

of learning disabled, mentally handicapped and other special needs children,

suggesting that differences in classification preaent problems.

Fiscal data also suffer for lack of clear definition. Cost per pupil has

risen tremendously in the last decade, yet the increaSe it; not believed to

have been generally applied at the classroom level. Nalberg (1986) points out
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that less than one-tbird of the per pupil cost is attributed to classroom

teacher salaries; Thus* when costs have gone up* it has been difficult to

relate the increase to classroom results, e.g., achievement gains;

Data on class size are similarly difficult to compile or use for

comparisons. How a state handles special eaucation or other categorical

program students (self-containwi, puIl outs, mainstreaming or combinations)

affects and obscures class size reports. At best* the orgarization of special

education programs distorts the mean for class size stitistics.

Definitional problems, of course, are not unsolvable. Consensus as to

definitions and their usage would be needed. Developing such a consensus,

however, is seen by some as posing difficulties ranging from the loss of a

longitudinal database (based on prior definitions) to requiring changes in

state laws.

Measurement technology presents problems as well. Some of the °process'

measures identified with the effective schooling literature, and assumed to be

important, are the most difficult to operationalize and measure. For example,

techniques to measure enuaged learning time require training of observers,

suffer from generally low reliability rates and introduce 'experimenter .

effects in the measured classrooms.

The reliability and validity problems associated with self-reported

information are well understood by researchers and educators. Student reports

suffer from ignorance or embarrassment (e.g. SES of family) to exaggeration

(e.g., number of students recalling they took a geometry class). Yet many of

the proposed indicators require some self-reporting by students.

Whenever measures are used for rankings, performance or rewards, they are

vulnerable to corruption (Campbell, 1979). Instances of school discipline or
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vandalism, for example, could easily fall prey to underreporting. Accurate

reporting can also be faulty because of the frame of reference of the

reporter. One piece of graffiti on a heavily scribbled wall may not seem worth

reporting in the mind of one administrator. While, in another school,

graffiti on an otherwise clean wall may startle its administrator and seem

significant enough to report.

7. Practical and Logistical Problems Threaten Adturacy

Issues of sampling, administration and scoring, exclusions and even the

perceived burden of any testing and data gathering project impact the

desirability of the project and the accuracy tf the results. These will be

described below:

Test CysIt. Data burden is often related to the time frames for testing.

Since many states and districts carry on their owr testing programs,

additional testing to develop state comparisons will have to fit at times

other than when local or state testing is done. Currently, t wo Northwest

states have winter testing and three have fall testing.

Some states have indicated their preference for a national indicator

testing cycle of every other year (White Paper, 1986). However, if one

assumes that at least three data points are needed to establish a reliable

trend, then this option implies that it will be a minimum of four years from

the first assessment before a trend can be observed.

Whether the test cycle is fall to spring or fall to fall impacts the

results of the testing, as well. Chapter 1 eveluators are familiar with .5 bo

.7 standard deviation differences in fall to spring testing. But when testing

occurs only at each springseventh grade spring to eighth grade spring, for

example, differences of .1 to .2 standard deviation units occur.
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Even order of presentation can affect results. In one state the math test

tlimys followed the reading testi with poorer average scores reported for the

math testing. One year, the order of the tests was reversed with an increase

in math scores and decrease in reading scores (BLitt, 1986).

Reporting. It is clear that any national project will have to include

procedures and funding to address reporting problems. Delays in reporting Of

educational statistics have long been a sore point and major source of

dissatisfaction for most users. National reporting of results that are three

to five years old is easy to disregard. The newsworthiness of the SAT

comparisons certainly depends, in part, on their recency.

Sampling Frame. Sampling students in each state/district/school is the

current design of the planners for each of the national indicator projects.

Sampling has the appearance of a more cost effective six] less burdensome

procedure for students and test administrators. Whether Sampling represents

Such cost savings over census testing is open to debate for the Northwest

states. A survey of evaluation and asSesament directors in these states

indicated that lack of participation in a state NAEP process was due entirely

to costs--in some cases the projected cost greatly exceeded the cost of the

census testing of the state.

The issue of sampling may be related to who pays. Currently, large states

can receive data from the NAEV surveys indicating "state results because

their population is so large that a sampling is sufficient to provide state

results (California and New York). In these cases, the federal government is

already paying for state results. Other states may be reguetted to

participate to provide the "state sampling frame at additional costs.
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In a related instance, sampling in states such as Alaska have been

attempted with the result that boo large a proportien of the pcpulation was

needed to obtain a sample; thus, as a practical matter, census testing was

implemented. In states where there are only 6,000 to 7,000 students per grade

level, a sampling frame of 2,000 may reduce the °randomness of that strategy.

Sampling may be problematic for entirely different reasons as well.

Whenever there are mixed levels of aggregation (i.e., individual test scores

to school/district or state) and group averages such as median income, percent

low income in the area) are collected, there is great potential to distort the

resulting analyses; In general, using data generated on the supposed group

(e.g., percent poverty in sthool district) when considered with individually

derived data has the result of magnifying that variable in the analysis

(Cronbach, 1976; Anderson, 1972). Cronbach (1976) cites the Abt

followthrough evaluation where three very different results were shown when

data at the pupil, class and school level were presented. In this context,

Anderson (1972) suggests that school contextual information (SES, teacher

salary) probably will not provide useful information for either theorists or

practitioners. He argues that more useful information on context will come,

for example, When the variables that distinguish teachers who are paid more

are contrasted with those who are paid less.

Part of the problem associated with selecting a sampling frame rests on

'ae theory behind that collection. If a state is the frame of reference, then

it is assumed that education is somehow bounded by state factors --- laws,

state curriculum, teacher salary schedule, teacher standards and so on. If a

district is the sampling frame, then the theory would hold that districts

provide education in a more or less bounded way through teacher aelection,
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curriculum selection, salary and so forth; Similarly, sampling at the school

level would suggest the school as the mediating force for achievement. The

sampling frame thus represents some theory of the appropriate unit of

edUcational treatMent.

A final problem associated with sampling for state or district comparative

purposes is the public attitude toward sampling. Most states have gone to

census rather than sampling fOr state assessments, not merely because of the

diagnostic nature of the testing for individual Students. One evaluation and

assessment director pointed out that there is still a public perception that

sampling misses too many people. Evidently the Literary Digest's 1936 Alf

Landon °victory is pervasive.

Exclusions. Whether sampling or census, state educational testing was

generally allowed for excluding certain classes of students from the testing

situation. Exclusions are usually made on the basis that the student iS

sufficiently handicapped to be unable to adjust to the testing situation. In

addition, most states allow discretion at the test site to excuse students for

reasons ranging from a recent death in the faMily to recent immigrant status.

This is where the similarity ends; Differences exist in the definition of

handicappedfrom a student in a self-contained classroom all Of the tine to

one where the student is there a minority of time. New immigrants are excused

if they have been in this country for a time period ranging froM Six MonthS in

one state to 16 months or more in another.

Because Of the varying degrees of handicapping conditions, it it very

difficult to develop with precision procedures that would uniformly be carried

out. It could be doubly difficult to gain consensus if the testing purpose

was viewed at the local level as one of accountability.
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Other classes of students such as private or home-schooled 3tudents are

excluded/included by state law. If private schoO1 StUdents, on average, are

even a Small percentage above the public school students, then a state or

district could be advantaged or not in the resultant rank.

Standardization of Test Procedures. A major Implication of plans to date

are that the test administration and actual data C011ettiOn Will be

decentralized. This differs from a process in which independent data

collectors, e.g., outside tett adMinittratarso are used. It has obvious

advantages in distributing costs to less visible factors, e.g., using existing

state and local staff and thereby using lett °project supported funds.

However, the extent to which the results will begin to have meaning and

engender action within states will depend on the credibility of the

administration and collection process. Using local staff has traditionally

provided difficulties in ensuring standardization; Thus, there will be

pressure to move to external sources if validity and reliability are concerns.

Data Burden. Whenever additional testing or data collection efforts are

considered the issue of data burden is raiSed. Data burden becomes a policy

and technical issue when the data requests are perceived as invasive and not

related to the goals or progress of that particular school or district. If a

national indicator project uses sampling procedures where district or school

level data is not reported back to that district or school, then students,

teachers and administrators may not feel responsible for the ultimate

outcome. Administrators generally acknowledge that too much testing occurs

that 1.6 not useful for their school agenda. Anecdotal data from interviewing

students who knew they were representatives of A "sample," indicated an almost

10 percent reduction in average scores for 17 year oIds (Hill and Kahl, 1986).
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Most teachers and admiristrators feel overwhelled by the paperwork

requirements of the categorical education and civil rights programs of the

federal government. As a former Chief State SchoOl Officer* Cronin (1986)

notes the burden of these requirements on the thousands of smaller districts;

He cites the confessions of some district/school officials who reported that

press of duties forced them to 'guesstimate numbers when deadlines approached.

Data burden has often been cited by school districts who are routinely

selected because of their size or demographic significance in a state. One

major district in the South refused to participate in the SREB state

comparison project. Negotiations for the inclusion of one northern state

discontinued when only 61 percent of the selected districts agreed to

participate (Hill and Kahl, 1986). It is interesting to note that it is

were

sometimes the districts or states with the most complete local' testing who

decline invitations for voluntary participation.

Student burden is also cited as a consideration for participation.

Students are tested for their course specific knowledge and may also be tested

for categorical, school, district and state testf.ng purposes. Student

motivation for participation and performance depends on the perceived value to

the student or his school/district/state.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

It it -Clear that the general public has embraced the notion of a Wall

Chart or educational scoreboard comparing states educational programs.

Suggestions that such spores are not comparable or must be considered with

many qualifications are not viewed as sufficient grounds to deny the public,

Almost for the first time, access to this information. The public demand for

this information is fueled by the general belief that schools have been soft

on students and performance has plummeted. The increasing demands for more

money are not considered viable any more without a clear indication of what

the public is getting for its money.

Educators on the other hand are most conscious of the constraints

associated with educational progress. They are acutely aware that the outcome

of education is a function of the skills and motiVation that the students

bring to the classroom, the teacher s ability to transfer and motivate student

learning, the curriculum design and the amount of effort expended by the

students. Much of the focus of the last several years to improve education

for all has rested on the assumption that students were provided unequal

access to skilled teachers, well-conceived curriculum and resources. The

redirection of resources and structures has not completely reduced the gap for

certain students. ThuS, it it seen as unfair to compare areas with greater

numbers of unprepared students with others.

These cautions have led many educators to seek a fairer method of

comparing states or local educational agencies. Ond method has been to

consider a number of indicators of educational achievement; others have been

to consider factors that influence outcome and compare only states with
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similar types of students. These approaches are being considered by the U.S.

Department of Education through its Center for Statistics and within the

Council of Chief State School Officers. Each is examining potential

indicators for use in comparing school systems and identifying factors

associated with success. The implementaion of a national indicator process,

however, raises both policy and technical questions which impact the readiness

of the states to launch such a project. These issues are summarized:

1. State or Local Goals for Education May Be Redirected.

Policy makers and the general public are more likely to be tatitfied
with single measures of outcomes. Educators need more extensive
information to understand how_they can we improve. The information
educators need may come from the indicator project, locally develcped
information or from the results of separate research studies.

Each state and local district has educational goals based on the
needs of its students. An emphasis on basic skills on the one hand,
or higher order skills on the other, may redirect the curriculum and
teaching toward goals that are too easy or too difficult.

o Setting performance goals may be difficult from both practical and
theoretical bases. Those at higher ends of the scale have little
room to move while those at the lower end may have an easier time
making gains. An overemphasis on meeting goals may encourage
corruption of the process and the products.

The choice of a multiple form test producing a comprehensive profile
of learning within a curriculum area_will potentially duplicate
existing state assessment program goals.

2. The Potential Costs May Compete with Other Educational adeld

o The potential costs for any of the national_indicator projects are
minimally set at $100,000 per state. The upper range has been
estimated at $500,000. Given the potentially limited scope of
comparative aoores and the legitimate demands for state funds,
participation in the national indicator project may take money from
existing_state testing or educational programs. Federal support
and /or reduction in costs due to integrating state and national
efforts may alleviate the financial burden to the states.
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3. Differences Among Students COhfound Yducational Outcome Differances

o The factors_associated with differences in educational content are
frequently confounded with the differences among the student
pcpulations. Adjusting for or separating these into potentially
similar groupings suggest that differences among entering students
are far more significant than any efforts to remove these differences
by the educational process.

4. Long-Term utility of the Indicator Process Presents Challenges

o Developing a global or multi-dimensional measure of educational
achievement for each state or district is potentially helpful 5.f it
supports reasoned inquiry into the nature of the educational process
within the states. Howeve , the potential "box score could easily
change from year to year when compared to others, leaving the
analysts uncertain of what to do to improve or maintain, so AS not to
fall in the rankings.

5. The_Determination_of the Unit of Analysis Presents Utility and
Practical Problems

o Considering state averages on achievement measures has the effect of
leaving the local educational agency out of the process. While
common state laws, teacher standards and funding for standard
curriculum would appear to bound each state, the variations among
districts or even schools could be even greater. Further,
participating in information gathering that is not attributable to
one's particular echool or district can easily make the process an
add-on to an already busy educational agenda.

6. The Model and the Measures Potentially Restrict the Collection and
Analysis of Information

o The identification of a model of educational process and indicators
is intended to simplify and guide understanding. If the measures are
collected that are not related to what happens in education, then the
analysis obscures rather than clarifies. There are questions in the
identification_of the appropriate model to portray the educational
process as well as with the definitions and assessment of the
indicators associated with those models.

7. Data Burden POSes Problems tO Those at the LoCal Level

o Many of the states, districts and schools already have numeroUs
testing programs to measure progress and diagnostically identify
strengths and weaknesses. Further testing, whether volunteer or
mandatory, presents additional burdens to those administering the
tests and those taking them. Efforts with few perceived payoffs are
likely to be manipulated.
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o Using an_input-output_model of_education both constrains and is
constrained by related data collection.- Observed differences are
likely to be population,differendet rather than educational
differendet. When POOlation differences_are controlled for the
differences_due to educational alternatiNms may be small or difficult
to disentangle.

Withimuch local and Stal7Z tetting_already going_on_at the local
leveli_determining_the optimai_time for an additional testingiand
data collectionieffort presents problems. -RdpOrting rest.Lts in a
timely faShiOn haS:nOt eatily been accomplished_ir_the past and poses
questions Of usefulness to those asked to participate.

Sampling is intended to be a cost effective approach to census
testing. Choosing the appropriate level for sampling presents a
theoretical iSdut at it presuppoSes the_boundary_of treatment
effects. Sampling for State indicators suggests that treatment occurs
in the context of state factors, as does sampling at the district
represent district factors; Issues associated With varying levels of
aggregation pose issueS of interpretation.

o Standardization of terms, procedures for testing and collection of
data may require changes in state laws and additional expenditures
for training and monitoring.

As long as educational accountablility remains at the forefront of the

American educational agenda, and as long as obtaining cross-state comparisons

of student performance appears to answer the needs of critics and reformers

alike, the issues envisioned in implementation can be accommodated by most

states. Careful attention to standardization of definitions and collectiong,

installing complementary or integrated testing programs within the states, and

providing interpretable feedback cn policy implications of the results will be

critical to the success of this new program.
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APPENDIX

DECISIONS POINTS FOR NATIONKL INDICATOR PROCESS

The_decisions identified below will_be made_either prior_to or after the
decision_by each_state_to participate,in the_collection of national indices of
educational performance. They are not_intended to be eXhaUttiVe bUt tO
reflect the interrelationships among the deciSiont.

DECISIONS _ImPLICATIONS

Content of test Increase in depth and breadth implies
either longer testing or multiple forms;
increase in cost; greater understanding
of curriculum strengths and weaknesses;
many soores rather than Single score;
potential forduplicating existingistate
assessment_programs; changing curriculum
scope and sequence; measuring tangential
octcomeg.----

Educational model
Measures

Choice of model and measures of related
variable_will restrict the_analysis to
those choices. Measures are needed that
explain differences and are amenable to
manipulation. Potential irrelevant
factorsvmay require changes in state
laws in defi comon_measures

Level of aggregation

Tett cycle

Will impact interpretation of
differences; Support by school and
dittricts
Will either interfere or complement
existing state and local teiting cycled;
years in test cycle will_effect date_when
results reveals_trends; state laws may
have tbe_changed.

Data burden

Sampling design

Standardization of procedures

Cost

Related to test circle, sampling design,
test content and state and local testing
deciSions.
Will_impact-model of education, measures
collected; data burden; interpretation of
results; costs.
Will impact cost; data burden; existing_
state_laws; (e.g., exclusions); training
of personnel;____
Will depend on test content, scale,
sampling frame, test cycle, breadth of
information related to outcome; federal
assistance.

Set performance goals

Long term utility

Some_whave no place to go"; other find
challenge impossible;_Process_may_be
corrupted if viewed_as too_important._
Will determine tipe of test, measures
collected,interpretation, cost
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TABLE 1

NORTHWEST STATE ASSESSMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Test Subjects Prade Cycle, Population Purposes Cost

(Per_studel
State , Math, 4,8 Bi-annual Universe Curriculum_improvement $50-60;000
DtVeloped Reading 4, 8 Winter le 15,000 Public accountability ($4/studenl

Student diagnoFIC *

11 SAT Math, 3, 6, 01 10 Annual=_ Universe Curriculum_improvement $200,000
Reading 3, 6, 8, 10 6, IL 10 Fall B 50,000 Public accountability ($4/studen1
Writing 3, 6 3 Spring Student_diagnostic *

CBM Basic Skills 3 School level improvement

ITBS., Math 8, 11 Annual Universe Curriculum improvement $46,000
TAP, Reading 8, 11 Winter ti 30,000 Public accountability ($1.53/Stuc

Writing 8, 11 Student diagnostic *
Science_ 8, 11

State Social Stud, 8, 11

na

Developed Wrtg/ref skls

No state Testing Program

8, 11

State Reading 8 Annual Sample Curriculum improvement $100,00_
Developed Math 8 Winter (I 25,000 Public accountabilitY ($4/student

Writing 8

ngton MAT Wahl 4, Bi 10 Annual Universe Curriculum improvement $150,000
Reading/lang 4, 8, 10 Fall ti 110,000 Public accountability ($1.36/stud

Student Diagnostic *

drawn from interviews With State Assessment and Evaluation staff, February and June 1986,

!rut diagnostic should be interpreted to include placement or selection for special programs as well as diagnostic informat
m individual students' specific instruction in a clattroom.
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